
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: EGMONT RACING CLUB Date: Saturday, 12 October 2013 

Weather: Showery 
Track: Heavy 10 
Rail: True 
Stewards: N Goodwin (Chairman),  G Whiterod, B Bateup  
Typist: K Smart 

 

GENERAL:  
 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: AUSTIN ROAD, SHARBEELA, MIGHTY MATT, KNOWING, REKA, MATOST, POSTMANS DAUGHTER, I 

DO, VALLEY QUEEN, JULINSKY PRINCE  
Suspensions: Race   Nil 

Protests: Race  Nil 

Fines: Race   Nil 

Warnings: Race   Nil 

Bleeders: Race  Nil 

Horse Actions: Race  9 JOJO – warning racing manners 

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race  4 ROYAL VI – M Cheung replaced D Turner (overweight) 

Late Scratchings: Race  8 KAIRANGA LAD – 10.30am on veterinary advice 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 BLACK & WHITE CAFÉ 1200 

COOL MOON and WIGGLE were tightened at the start when SIR KINGWOOD shifted out.  
MR DARCEE’S GOLD was obliged to race three wide without cover throughout.  
FOR PETESAKE (M Cheung) shifted out under pressure passing the 200 metres dictating ATOZED over extra ground.  
Apprentice Jockey M Cheung was advised by the Stewards that he is expected to correct his mount earlier than he did on 
this occasion. 
When questioned into the run of SIR KINGWOOD which failed to respond when placed under pressure early in the home 
straight and dropped out to finish last, jockey D Bradley could offer no tangible excuse and said his mount was very 
disappointing.  Stewards ordered a veterinary inspection which failed to reveal any abnormality.  Trainer K Little advised 
that she would monitor SIR KINGWOOD over coming days and report any finding to the Stewards. 
 

Race 2 C & M LEGAL 1400 

RAMPANTEXCUSE and PHEASANT were both slow away. 
WEREGOINGTOGETCHA shifted in abruptly at the start and lost ground. 
RIVERMAN JACK hung outwards after leaving the barrier into the line of SHARBEELA which had to change ground inward, 
MINNALEO which had to be eased and TARTLET which was tightened and got back.   
RIVERMAN JACK and THE BOUNCER made the first bend awkwardly. 
Over the final stages ROCK BAND when attempting a narrow run between THE BOUNCER and ASHALINI, was hampered for 



 

 

a short distance when THE BOUNCER shifted out under pressure.  
ROCK BAND and ASHALINI continued to bump for several strides near the finish.  
PHEASANT was held up and had to be taken wide in the home straight to improve over the final 50 metres.  
When questioned into the run of WEREGOINGTOGETCHA rider H Tinsley was of the opinion the colt would improve with 
the race.  

Race 3 EGMONT TYRES 1400 

DEFENCITI bumped heavily with MAROTIRI MISS at the start and blundered, settling back. 
MIGHTY MATT raced three wide without cover throughout.  
ARNOLD raced wide throughout.  
TYNE COT was held up around the turn and early part of the home straight prior to gaining clear running near the 150 
metres.  
POLLY FLINDERS raced in restricted room in the home straight.  

Race 4 AITKEN TRANSPORT 1994 LTD 

D Turner was unable to make the carded weight for ROYAL VI and was replaced by M Cheung.  In explanation D Turner 
advised that he accepted the ride on the balloted runner at track work this morning after ROYAL VI gained a start at 
7.30am, being unaware the mare’s carded weight was 54 kilos.  D Turner’s explanation was accepted on this occasion but 
he was advised that it is his responsibility to ascertain in future the correct riding weight, before accepting a ride.  D Turner 
advised Stewards that he has informed the Bureau that his calendar riding weight is now raised to 55 kilos. 
KNOWING (J Parkes) shifted in abruptly near the 100 metres into the line of PALRAF which was hampered.  After 
questioning riders it was established that PALRAF shifted away from KNOWING when racing greenly near the 150 metres, 
however J Parkes was advised to exercise care when in similar circumstances.  
When questioned into the run of MELODIES WAY which finished well back, rider D Walsh said the mare travelled well in 
the early and middle stages but once placed under pressure prior to straightening showed little and was very disappointing.   
A subsequent veterinary inspection failed to reveal any abnormality.  Trainer K Laurence advised Stewards that her 
intention was to have MELODIES WAY undergo an endoscopic examination on Monday and will report any finding.  

Race 5 SOUTH TARANAKI CLUB 2100 

DAISY LOUISE began awkwardly  
ZEDEEDUDADEEKO raced keenly early. 
GOLDIE CANTRIDE raced wide without cover throughout.   
GO THUNDER was held up for some distance rounding the turn.  
BALLROOM raced in restricted room over the final stages.  
When questioned into the run of ZEDEEDUDADEEKO rider T Russell was of the opinion the gelding may have been feeling 
the effects of recent racing.  Trainer J Phillips advised that it is his intention to spell ZEDEEDUDADEEKO.  

Race 6 KAPONGA HOTEL EGMONT CUP 

DUKE OF YORK shifted out abruptly at the start dictating LES SYLPHIDES which became unbalanced outwards on to 
CROCODILE CANYON which was tightened.  
SEA EAGLE was slow away.  
ORMOND ROAD (M Du Plessis) bumped for some distance with JACKABEAN near the end of the back straight.   
M Du Plessis reported that ORMOND ROAD hung throughout.  
When questioned into the run of ABSTAIN rider R Myers had no excuse.  
When questioned into the run of GOOD ONE GLADY rider K Myers stated that she had got further back than intended due 
to the solid early pace, but the mare ran on well over the final stages.   

Race 7 RICH HILL STUD TARANAKI BREEDERS 

POSTMANS DAUGHTER hung outwards over the crossing in the back straight and in doing so dictated IDIDIT, MINK, DUBAI 
BELLE and BONNY HEIGHTS over extra ground.  
LIL MER had to be steadied near the end of the back straight after SAM I AM hung inwards and away from 
UNBELIEVABELLE 
Shortly after entering the home straight BONNY HEIGHTS shifted inwards under pressure simultaneously as SACHA was 
being angled out in search of a run, which resulted in UNBELIEVEABELLE clipping a heel and dislodging rider D Bradley, who 
was uninjured.  After interviewing riders concerned and viewing video coverage the incident was deemed to be accidental.  

Race 8 MOLLER JOHNSON LTD QUALITY 

Trainer B McDermott advised Stewards at 10.30am that KAIRANGA LAD had a virus so was subsequently late scratched.  
SCOTCH HOPPA began awkwardly and was slow away.  
BELLE ZED raced wide in the back straight. 

RACE 9 ANDERSONS PIES 1600 

PRESTIGIOSA was slow to begin and settled back.  
NGAWHINI, JACKSUN and PRESTIGIOSA were held up for a short distance rounding the final turn. 
PRESTIGIOSA had to be steadied off heels immediately prior to entering the home straight and when clear finished the race 



 

 

off well.   
JOJO (D Turner) hung out throughout the race and drifted back to finish at the rear of the field proving a difficult ride.  
Rider D Turner advised Stewards that his mount was making a respiratory noise throughout.  A subsequent veterinary 
inspection failed to reveal any abnormality.  Trainer A Clement advised that she would have the gelding undergo an 
endoscopic examination at the earliest opportunity and report any finding to the Stewards. However she was also advised 
by the stewards that a further warning is placed on JOJO with regards to its racing manners.  

 


